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1.Berkheimer and the (new?) factual 
prerequisites for patent-ineligibility.

2.More claims to “mere manipulation of 
data” are surviving.

3.New USPTO guidance and practice 
tips on (1) and (2).

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN A NUTSHELL
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• Inventions patentable.  Whoever invents or discovers 
any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, 
or composition of matter, or any new and useful 
improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, 
subject to the conditions and requirements of this 
title, so long as the claimed invention (1) is not 
an abstract idea or law nature without (2) 
significantly more.
¡ 35 U.S.C. § 101 (as modified by the courts in Mayo, Alice, 
etc.).

PATENT LAW 101 (AS JUDICIALLY MODIFIED)
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• Patent-eligibility is highly subjective (obviously)
• The two-part test is really a one-part test
• Different judges (whether Article III or PTAB) reach different results
• Gray area: software “per se” often survives, but odds approach 

zero for claims performed manually / mentally

• Draft applications to state a technical solution to a technical problem

• Growing body of case law supports traversal of § 101 rejections
• Make arguments showing a technical solution to a technical problem

• Interview examiners

• The filing calculus has changed (Some subject matter is now out)
• More emphasis on trade secrets

TAKEAWAYS
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1. Introduction
2. Federal Circuit Update
3. USPTO Guidance
4. Practice Tips

AGENDA
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SELECTED RECENT FEDERAL
CIRCUIT CASES
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• Went to S. Ct. twice; Fed. Cir. (Judges Lourie, Mayer, and O’Malley) 
invalidated on third go-round Claims were directed to a “method for 
distribution of products over the Internet via a facilitator,” i.e., to 
select and display content in exchange for payment. 

• Judge Mayer concurs: “I agree that the claims . . . are ineligible for a 
patent, but write separately to emphasize three points.”
• First, whether claims meet the demands of 35 U.S.C. § 101 is a threshold 

question, one that must be addressed at the outset of litigation.
• Second, no presumption of eligibility attends the section 101 inquiry.
• Third, [Alice], for all intents and purposes, set[s] out a technological arts test 

for patent eligibility.
• “Because the purported inventive concept in Ultramercial’s asserted claims is an 

entrepreneurial rather than a technological one, they fall outside section 101.”
7

ULTRAMERCIAL, INC. V. HULU, LLC (NOV. 14, 2014)
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• Patent claims at issue were directed to managing the look and feel of e-commerce 
web pages to provide “store within a store” functionality to product pages.
• Majority (Judges Chen and Wallach): “problem of retaining website visitors,” which 

had no analog in the bricks-and-mortar world.
• “[T]he claimed solution is necessarily rooted in computer technology in order to overcome 

a problem specifically arising in the realm of computer networks.”
• Judge Mayer dissented: claimed abstract idea is “that an online merchant’s sales can 

be increased if two web pages have the same “look and feel”—and apply that 
concept using a generic computer.”
• Thus, majority stated that Problem was “the problem of retaining website visitors that, if 

adhering to the routine, conventional functioning of Internet hyperlink protocol, would be 
instantly transported away from a host’s website after ‘clicking’ on an advertisement and 
activating a hyperlink.” 

DDR HOLDINGS, LLC V. HOTELS.COM, L.P.
(DEC. 5, 2014)
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• Judge Chen: Ultramercial claims “broadly and generically 
claim ‘use of the Internet,’” whereas DDR Holdings claims 
“how interactions with the Internet are manipulated to yield 
a desired result—a result that overrides the routine and 
conventional sequence of events ordinarily triggered by the 
click of a hyperlink.”
• Judge Mayer in DDR did not bother to mention Ultramercial: 
the DDR patent claims simply took the old and well-known 
idea of having a “store within a store” and applied it to the 
Internet.
• Under Alice, the appropriate test is a “technological arts” test.

• Both cases were designated “precedential.”

CAN ULTRAMERCIAL AND DDR BE RECONCILED?

9
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• “Patented logical model” of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,151,604 and 
6,163,775 “include[d] all data entities in a single table, with 
column definitions provided by rows in that same table.” 

• Rejected the idea “that claims directed to software, as opposed 
to hardware, are inherently abstract.”

• Claims here “are directed to a specific implementation of a 
solution to a problem in the software arts.
• The self-referential table achieved computing efficiencies.
• No abstract idea (2nd prong of Alice/Mayo test not reached).

• “Technical effect” test!

ENFISH, LLC V. MICROSOFT CORP.
(FED. CIR. MAY 12, 2016) 

10
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• Affirmed invalidity of claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 7,233,843; 8,060,259; and 
8,401,710, directed to “real-time performance monitoring of an electric power grid.” 
• Representative claim, over a page long, recites “[a] method of detecting events on an 

interconnected electric power grid in real time over a wide area and automatically 
analyzing the events on the interconnected electric power grid.”

• Abstract idea: “a process of gathering and analyzing information of a specified 
content, then displaying the results.”

• No significant additional innovation: claims were simply directed to analyzing data, 
and not (unlike claims in Enfish) to improving computing performance.

• Claims could preempt other from solving the problem of “monitor[ing] and 
analyze[ing] data from multiple distinct parts of a power grid.”

• Technical environment not enough without technical solution.

• Opinion by Judge Taranto, joined by Judges Bryson and Stoll.

ELECTRIC POWER GROUP, LLC V. ALSTOM S.A.
(FED. CIR. AUGUST 1, 2016)
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• Federal Circuit held that claims to “automatically animating lip 
synchronization and facial expression of animated characters” 
are patent-eligible. 
• Parties tried to rely on 1980s U.S. S. Ct. cases: Diamond v. 

Diehr (patent owner) and Parker v. Flook (accused infringer).
• Fed. Cir. Applied Alice test:

• “By incorporating the specific features of the rules as claim 
limitations, claim 1 is limited to a specific process for automatically 
animating characters using particular information and techniques and 
does not preempt [different rules or] approaches.” 

• “When looked at as a whole, claim 1 is directed to a patentable, 
technological improvement over the existing, manual 3-D animation 
techniques . . . to achieve an improved technological result.”

MCRO, INC. V. BANDAI NAMCO GAMES AMERICA INC.
(FED. CIR. SEPT. 13, 2016)

12
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• Claims  U.S. 5,987,606, directed to "content filtering information retrieved from an 
internet computer network," recited an "inventive concept“ and held patent-eligible.
• “a remote ISP server coupled to said client computer and said Internet computer 

network, said ISP server associating each said network account to at least one filtering 
scheme and at least one set of filtering elements, said ISP server further receiving said 
network access requests from said client computer and executing said associated filtering 
scheme utilizing said associated set of logical filtering elements.”

• Rare case where 2nd prong of test saved the claim; majority opinion (Judges 
Chen and O’Malley) agreed claim was drawn to abstract idea of filtering content 
(Judge Newman concurred in the result).

• Claim recited generic computer technology but also recited "a technology-based 
solution (not an abstract-idea-based solution implemented with generic technical 
components in a conventional way) to filter content on the Internet that overcomes 
existing problems with other Internet filtering systems."
• The dynamic filtering system improved a computer's performance.

BASCOM GLOBAL INTERNET SVCS., INC. V. ATT MOBILITY (FED. 
CIR. JUNE 26, 2016)

13
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• Independent claims of  U.S. Patent No. 6,474,159:
1. A system for tracking the motion of an object relative to a moving 

reference frame, comprising:
a first inertial sensor mounted on the tracked object;
a second inertial sensor mounted on the moving reference frame; and
an element adapted to receive signals from said first and second inertial 

sensors and configured to determine an orientation of the object relative to the 
moving reference frame based on the signals received from the first and 
second inertial sensors.
* * *

22. A method comprising determining an orientation of an object relative to 
a moving reference frame based on signals from two inertial sensors mounted 
respectively on the object and on the moving reference frame.

THALES VISIONIX, INC. V. U.S.
(FED. CIR. MARCH 2017)

14
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• District Ct.: “the claims (1) are directed to the abstract idea of 
using laws of nature governing motion to track two objects, and 
(2) provide no inventive concept beyond the abstract idea.”
• Federal Circuit: “[f]or the purpose of evaluating patent 

eligibility, the ’159 patent claims are nearly indistinguishable 
from the claims at issue in” Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 
(1981) (claims directed to use of known formula for curing 
rubber were patent-eligible).
• Claims were “not merely directed to the abstract idea of using 

"mathematical equations for determining the relative position of a moving 
object to a moving reference frame.”

• Rather, the claims are directed to systems and methods that use inertial 
sensors in a non-conventional manner to reduce errors in measuring the 
relative position and orientation of a moving object on a moving reference 
frame. 15

THALES VISIONIX, INC. V. U.S.
(FED. CIR. MARCH 2017)
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• US Patent No. 8,005,303 claimed “[a] method for creating a composite 
image” of facial features.
• “[S]electing a facial feature image from the first area . . ., [and incorporating] the 

selected facial feature image into a composite image . . . associated with a 
composite facial image code having at least a facial feature element code . . . 
derived by performing at least one multiplication operation on a facial code using 
one or more code factors . . .”

• Claim 1: “abstract idea of encoding and decoding image data.” 
• “. . . an abstract concept long utilized to transmit information.”
• Analogous to “Morse code, ordering [fast] food . . . via a numbering system, and 

Paul Revere's ‘one if by land, two if by sea’ signaling system.”

• Distinguished from Diamond v. Diehr: “[O]utside of the math, claim 1 . . . is not 
directed to otherwise eligible subject matter.”

• Distinguished from Enfish: computers just a tool – not improved.
• The “particular [claimed] encoding process” not “inventive” (Alice Step 2.
• Claims analogous to old manual processes are in trouble!

RECOGNICORP LLC V. NINTENDO CO.
(FED. CIR. APRIL 2017)

16
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• Claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 5,953,740:
A computer memory system connectable to a processor and 

having one or more programmable operational characteristics, 
said characteristics being defined through configuration by said 
computer based on the type of said processor, wherein said 
system is connectable to said processor by a bus, said system 
comprising:

a main memory connected to said bus; and
a cache connected to said bus;
wherein a programmable operational characteristic of said 

system determines a type of data stored by said cache.

VISUAL MEMORY, LLC V. NVIDIA CORP.
(FED. CIR. AUG. 2017; STOLL, O’MALLEY, WITH DISSENT BY HUGHES)

17
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• NVIDIA: the “programmable operational characteristic” was simply functionality for 
storing data. 

• Judge Hughes: the claims simply applied the abstract idea of categorical data storage 
in a generic computing environment.
• Technical description (appended microfiche code) irrelevant because didn’t limit the claims.

• Majority: claim 1 recited hardware and how it was configured; not just an abstract 
“black box”:
• (1): ’740 patent included computer code in a microfiche appendix.  
• (2): Support or lack thereof in the Specification is an enablement question under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 112, not an eligibility question under 35 U.S.C. § 101.  
• (3): Dissent wrongly assumed that the innovative effort lay in the programming; the 

“improved memory system is achieved by configuring a programmable operational 
characteristic of a cache memory based on the type of processor connected to the memory.”

• Lessons:
• (1) great example of how many cases could go either way.
• (2) Put as much technical detail in your specification as possible – and try to “tether” the 

claims to it.
18

VISUAL MEMORY, LLC V. NVIDIA CORP.
(FED. CIR. AUG. 2017; STOLL, O’MALLEY, WITH DISSENT BY HUGHES)
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• Seven patents:
• “[A] sender affixes an identifier on the outer surface of a mail 

object” prior to sending, and “[c]omputers and networks are used 
to communicate the information about the mail object’s contents 
and its sender after the mail object is delivered.”

• Abstract idea: “using a marking affixed to the outside of a mail 
object to communicate information about the mail object…”
• No inventive concept in actions based on “submitting a mail 

object to a mail carrier or affixing information to a mail object.”
• This case is a classic example of how a “technical 

environment” by itself will not save.
• Processes that can be easily analogized to well-known or “routine” 

(human) practices are very susceptible to patent-ineligibility.

SECURED MAIL SOLUTIONS LLC, V. UNIVERSAL WILDE, INC.
(FED. CIR. OCT. 2017)

19
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1. A computing device comprising a display 
screen, the computing device being 
configured to display on the screen
a menu listing one or more applications,

and additionally being configured to display 
on the screen an application summary that 
can be reached directly from the menu,

wherein the application summary displays 
a limited list of data offered within the one 
or more applications,

each of the data in the list being selectable 
to launch the respective application and 
enable the selected data to be seen within 
the respective application, and wherein the 
application summary is displayed while the 
one or more applications are in an un-
launched state.

US 8,713,476

WHICH OF THESE CLAIMS IS PATENTABLE?

20

1. A method for transmitting message packets over a 
communications network comprising the steps of:

converting a plurality of streams of audio and/or 
visual information into a plurality of streams of 
addressed digital packets complying with the 
specifications of a network communication protocol,

for each stream, routing such stream to one or more 
users,

controlling the routing of the stream of packets in 
response to selection signals received from the users, 
and

monitoring the reception of packets by the users and 
accumulating records that indicate which streams of 
packets were received by which users, wherein at 
least one stream of packets comprises an audio 
and/or visual selection and the records that are 
accumulated indicate the time that a user starts 
receiving the audio and/or visual selection and the 
time that the user stops receiving the audio and/or 
visual selection.

US 5,778,187 
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• Claimed “method for transmitting message packets 
over a communications network” is just “abstract 
manipulation of data.”
• Recitation of “functional results ‘converting,’ ‘routing,’ 

‘controlling,’ ‘monitoring,’ and ‘accumulating records’ . . . 
does not sufficiently describe how to achieve these results in 
a non-abstract way.”

• No inventive concept at step 2.
• Technical architecture was disclosed but not claimed.
• Patent owner argued that the claims solve technical problems 

related to excessive loads, network congestion, and 
scalability, but the claim “only uses generic functional 
language to achieve these purported solutions.”

TWO-WAY MEDIA LTD. V. COMCAST CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
(FED. CIR. NOV. 1, 2017; LOURIE, REYNA, HUGHES)

21
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• Claim to a “computing device . . . configured to display on the screen a menu listing 
one or more applications” à survives because “claims focused on various 
improvements of systems” are “patent-eligible under § 101.”
• Enfish, LLC v. Microsoft Corp. (Fed. Cir. 2016): self-referential table in computer database 

improved computer functionality.
• Visual Memory LLC v. NVIDIA Corp. (Fed. Cir. 2017): improved computer memory system 

with “programmable operational characteristics” was patent-eligible.
• Finjan, Inc. v. Blue Coat Systems, Inc., No. 2016-2520 (Fed. Cir. Jan. 10, 2018): “behavior-

based virus scanning method [is] directed to patent eligible subject matter.”

• Claims were directed not to the pre-existing “generic idea of summarizing 
information,” but rather encompassed “a particular manner of summarizing and 
presenting information in electronic devices.”
• Claims result “in an improved user interface for electronic devices.”

• Patent specification supported finding that the claims recited an 
improvement to computing devices.
• Explained problems in scrolling and switching views in conventional mobile device 

interfaces. 
• Also talked discussed improving device efficiency by its organization of menu information.

CORE WIRELESS LICENSING S.A.R.L. V. LG ELECTRONICS, INC.
(FED. CIR. JAN. 25, 2018; MOORE, O’MALLEY, WALLACH)
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• Claim 1 of U.S. Patent  No.  6,154,844:
A method comprising:
receiving by an inspector a Downloadable;
generating by the inspector a first Downloadable security profile that 

identifies suspicious code in the received Downloadable; and
linking by the inspector the first Downloadable security profile to the 

Downloadable before a web server makes the Downloadable available to 
web clients.

• Claims not abstract because they recite “specific steps – generating a 
security profile that identifies suspicious code and linking it to a downloadable 
– that accomplish the desired result.”
• Improvement under Enfish: the method here “employs a new kind of file that 

enables a computer security system to do things it could not do before.”

FINJAN, INC., V. BLUE COAT SYSTEMS INC.
(FED. CIR. JAN. 10, 2018)

23
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1. A method of archiving an item comprising in a computer processing system:
presenting the item to a parser;
parsing the item into a plurality of multi-part object structures wherein 

portions of the structures have searchable information tags associated 
therewith;

evaluating the object structures in accordance with object structures 
previously stored in an archive;

presenting an evaluated object structure for manual reconciliation at least 
where there is a predetermined variance between the object and at least one 
of a predetermined standard and a user defined rule.

4. The method as in claim 1 which includes storing a reconciled object 
structure in the archive without substantial redundancy.

US 7,447,713

BERKHEIMER V. HP, INC.
(FED. CIR. FEB. 8, 2018; MOORE, TARANTO, STOLL)

24
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• Claim 1 was not necessarily representative of dependent claims.
• “While patent eligibility is ultimately a question of law, the district court erred 

in concluding there are no underlying factual questions to the § 101 inquiry. 
[Citation omitted.] Whether something is well-understood, routine, and 
conventional to a skilled artisan at the time of the patent is a factual 
determination.”

• Claim 1 held directed to the abstract idea of parsing, comparing, and storing 
information with no significant inventive concept.

• Summary judgment vacated and remand to consider whether claims 4-7 
“contain limitations directed to the arguably unconventional inventive 
concept” of, to quote claim 4, “storing a reconciled object structure in the 
archive without substantial redundancy.” 
• There were questions of fact concerning “whether claims 4-7 archive documents 

in an inventive manner that improves these aspects of the disclosed archival 
system.” 

BERKHEIMER (CONT’D)

25
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• Representative claim 1 of US 7,171,615 directed to “data processing system for 
designing, creating, and importing data into, a viewable form.”

• Unanimity that “[t]he district court erred in holding claim 1 ineligible because it was 
directed to intangible matter and should have instead performed an Alice/Mayo 
analysis of claim 1.

• Majority vacated and remanded Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal of all claims.
• “[T]he proposed amended complaint . . . alleges facts directed to the inventive concepts in 

its claimed invention” that, if true, could allow the patent claims to survive an Alice 
challenge, e.g., that the recited data file was a technical improvement, and one that 
increased computing efficiency.

• Patent-eligibility ultimately is a question of law, but, “like many legal questions, 
there can be subsidiary fact questions which must be resolved in route to the 
ultimate legal determination.”

• Judge Reyna objected to the majority’s attempt “to shoehorn a significant factual 
component into the Alice § 101 [legal] analysis.”
• Majority opened the door to “an inexhaustible array of extrinsic evidence, such as prior art, 

publications, other patents, and expert opinion.” 
• Majority seem to suggest claim construction might be necessary even when claim 

constructions had not been presented.

AATRIX SOFTWARE, INC. V. GREEN SHADES SOFTWARE, INC.
(FED. CIR. FEB 14, 2018; MOORE, TARANTO, REYNA)
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• Intellectual Ventures I, LLC v. Symantec Corp. (Fed. Cir. March 18, 2018) 
(O’Malley, Wallach, Stoll) aff’d holding that “[a] method for remote mirroring 
of digital data,” was directed to the “abstract idea of backing up data.” 
• Patent owner argued that Berkheimer compelled reversing and remanding back to 

the district court based on an alleged “genuine issue of material fact” concerning 
whether the patent claims in dispute “improve remote data mirroring in ‘an 
inventive manner’ or perform ‘well-understood, routine, and conventional 
activities to a skilled artisan.’”

• But the district court had in fact provided detailed findings that the claims did not 
encompass an inventive concept. 

• Patent owner offered no “evidence to show that the order of the steps was 
unconventional.”

• IV could have provided expert testimony to show unconventionality, but 
it had not done so.

EXPERT TESTIMONY TO SAVE ELIGIBIITY?

27
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• Image Processing Technologies, LLC v. Samsung Electronics Co. (E. D. Texas, October 
24, 2017)
• Claim 29 of U.S. 6,959,293 recites “[a] method of analyzing parameters associated with an 

event by an electronic device.”
• Expert declaration stated that updating classification criteria while a histogram is being 

formed, based on statistical information, was an innovative approach to analyzing 
parameters associated with an event.

• Court agreed claim 29 is directed to an abstract idea, “a general process of collecting data, 
and analyzing the data using techniques that could be accomplished mentally or with the aid 
of a pen and paper.”

• Move, Inc. v. Real Estate Alliance (Fed. Cir. Feb 1, 2018) – aff’d summary judgment 
of Section 101 invalidity of “method using a computer for locating available real 
estate properties.”
• Abstract idea: ““a method for collecting and organizing information about available real 

estate properties in displaying this information on a digital map that can be manipulated by 
the user.”

• Expert couldn’t save under Alice step 2: an “expert’s conclusory declaration” that the zoom 
feature was new, was not enough to “satisfy the inventive concept requirement.”

EXPERT TESTIMONY MAY NOT SAVE

28
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• Judges Moore, Dyk, O’Malley, Taranto, and Stoll concurred: Like many 
questions of law, question of patent-eligibility has questions of fact.
• What was “well-understood, routine, and conventional to a skilled artisan . . . is a 

question of fact.”
• Patent-eligibility can be decided under Rules 12 and 56 and denial of Rule 12 

motion doesn’t preclude later finding of patent-ineligibility.

• Judges Lourie and Newman concurred: “the law needs clarification by higher 
authority, perhaps by Congress, to work its way out of . . . § 101 problems.”

• Judge Reyna dissented: Berkheimer and Aatrix changed precedent holding 
that patent-eligibility is a question of law.
• Aatrix says that inventive concept questions cannot be determined with sources 

available on motions to dismiss – so can patent-eligibility be decided under Rule 
12?

• Is extrinsic evidence now required?
• § 101 analysis is analogous to contract interpretation: “looking beyond the four 

corners of the patent should only occur in exceptional circumstances.”

BERKHEIMER, AATRIX: NO EN BANC FOR YOU
(MAY 31, 2018)

29
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USPTO’S FLOWCHART

31

• Two (or three)-part test:
• 1: Is the claim statutory?
• 2A and 2B: Alice/Mayo

two-part test

• Pay attention à what part of 
the test is the Examiner 
addressing?
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•Go to USPTO’s “Subject matter eligibility” page
• https://www.uspto.gov/patent/laws-and-
regulations/examination-policy/subject-matter-
eligibility.

• Select “Chart of subject matter eligibility court 
decisions”
• https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/doc
uments/ieg-sme_crt_dec.xlsx

THE SINGLE-BEST SECTION 101 RESOURCE

32
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• “These cases are consistent with a growing body of case law, including Enfish 
and McRO, confirming that software-based innovations can make 
‘non-abstract improvements to computer technology’ and be deemed 
patent-eligible” at Alice/Mayo step one.

• Finjan claims recited a “specific improvement” to virus scanning.
• Core Wireless “claims contain precise language delimiting the type of data to 

be displayed and how to display it, thus improving upon conventional user 
interfaces to increase the efficiency of using mobile devices.”

• “These two decisions demonstrate that a claim reciting a software-
related invention focused on improving computer technology may not
be directed to an abstract idea.” (Emphasis added.)

• Reminder of cases finding ineligibility, including Two-Way Communications 
and Secured Mail.

See https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/memo-recent-sme-ctdec-20180402.PDF
(April 2, 2018, Memorandum).

USPTO GUIDANCE ON FINJAN AND CORE WIRELESS

33
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1.Applicant admission in specification or during prosecution.
2.Court decisions (see MPEP § 2106.05(d)(II)) “noting the well-

understood, routine, conventional nature of the additional 
element(s).”
• “The additional element in the claim must be the same as . . 

. in the court case.”
3.Publication showing common use or wide prevalence in the 

relevant field
• ≠ “printed publication” under § 102à “A document may be a printed 

publication but still fail to establish that something it describes is well-
understood, routine, conventional activity.”

4.Official Notice
See https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/memo-berkheimer-20180419.PDF (April 19, 2018, Memorandum); see 
also https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/berkheimer-training-20180427.pptx (May 7, 2018, training deck).

USPTO GUIDANCE ON BERKHEIMER

34
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• Technical problem-solution approach.
•Don’t be you own lexicographer.
•Defining terms.
• Take care with functional claiming.
•Use legal arguments in responding to rejections.
• Argue the details.

• Interview!  Talk to examiners.
•Don’t bet on the PTAB being more friendly.

PRACTICE TIPS

36
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• Why: claims pass Alice if they provide a technical solution to a technical problem.

• Old thinking: state a problem or need very broadly if at all.  The drafter should take 
care that claim scope is not limited to solving a stated problem to avoid limiting claim 
construction.

• New thinking: the drafter should state a technical problem that is being solved to 
limit claim scope to a technical solution.
• Describe technology in as much detail as possible; “tether” to claims.

• Example: “Computers running ABC apps typically receive data in X format.  This is a 
problem because web browsers need data in Y format.  Disclosed herein is receiving 
data in a computer in X format, and more quickly and consuming less memory 
resources converting the data to Y format.”

• Authority: Ultramercial (Mayer), DDR Holdings, Enfish; Epicor Software Corp. v. 
Protegrity Corp., (PTAB CBM April 18, 2016); Core Wireless (Jan. 2018); Visual 
Memory (2017).

THE PROBLEM-SOLUTION APPROACH

37
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• Why: Claim terms that are not terms of art invite the problems of functional 
claiming, plus indefiniteness attacks.
• Terms that are not terms of art are almost inherently non-technical abstractions.

• Old thinking: invented terms provide latitude in claim construction, so use them.

• New thinking: invented terms provide latitude for invalidity attacks, so avoid them.
• Even if it seems counter-intuitive that you are describing and claiming the feared “generic 

computer technology.”

• Examples:
• “a computer” and not “a weather analyzer”
• a “lidar sensor” or “a camera,” and not “an image data mechanism”

• Authority: for starters, Williamson v. Citrix and Alice

USE TERMS OF ART

38
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• Why: keep it technical: claim terms can be read as directed to an abstract idea if they 
can be read to encompass non-technical features.

• Old thinking: the drafter should be careful in defining terminology in a way that could 
subsequently limit a claim construction, i.e., an attempt to accuse an infringing 
product.

• New thinking: the drafter should define terms to preclude non-technical definitions 
from being included in claim scope.

• Example: claim recites “receiving image data.”
• Define image data so it could only be found in a machine environment, e.g., “image data” 

means “a digital representation of an image, i.e., a pixel map or other representation of an 
image including numeric values stored a file and usable to render an image in an electronic 
display.”

• Authority: E.g., Electric Power Group, Two-Way Media; see also Epicor Software 
Corp. v. Protegrity Corp., CBM2015-00006 (PTAB April 18, 2016).

EXPLICITLY DEFINE KEY TERMS

39
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• Why: more detail = less abstraction.
• Old thinking: none – detailed process flows have always 
been a good idea.
• New thinking: see above: supplement “black boxes” in 
block diagrams with as much detail as possible concerning 
algorithms implemented in the black boxes.
• Talk about how specific process steps contribute to a 
technical improvement.

• Example:  Claims recite an “actuator:” include flowcharts and, if 
appropriate, other diagrams, describing operation of the “actuator” 
and how you improve it.

• Authority: Visual Memory

PROVIDE DETAILED PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS
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•Look for prima facie case of ineligibility 
(especially in light of Berkheimer).

•Has the examiner cited relevant legal 
authority?

•What technical improvement do your 
claims provide?

• Interview! (Sometimes you can amend.)

ADDRESSING REJECTIONS
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• Abstract idea stated with specificity; all claim elements 
addressed?
• “Claims are directed to the abstract idea of processing data,” 

without additional explanation accounting for specific claim 
recitations, does not meet the burden.

• What is the factual support for a claim element being well-
understood, fundamental, conventional, etc.?
• 101 and 103 analyses are creeping closer together!
• “Significantly more” addressed with more than conclusory 
statement? à Use Berkheimer!

• Is the Examiner considering the claim as a whole?
• Watch for piecemeal rejections – just as with prior art.

ADDRESSING REJECTIONS:
WHAT IS A PRIMA FACIE SHOWING OF INELIGIBLE SUBJECT MATTER?
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• Hint: examiners sure seem to cite Electric Power Group and 
BASCOM with frightening frequency.
• Do your claims have element(s) clearly not present in the claims 

of the cited court case?
• Remember, the Berkheimer memo explicitly states that an element found 

to be routine and conventional must be the same as in a cited court case.

• Look at the chart of Federal Circuit (and S. Ct.) cases à is there 
one closer to your claims?
• Can you flip Berkheimer on its head, i.e., find a case saying your claim 

element is unconventional?

• Has the examiner cited non-precedential authority?
• Very rare, but we have seen it happen.

WHAT IS RELEVANT LEGAL AUTHORITY?
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• Need to improve technology, not just a process that uses 
technology à Why many business methods claims are toast.
• Reduce bandwidth consumption vs. make Internet easier to use.
• Reduce processing time in computer vs. automating a process.

• Do your claims recite a technical structure?
• This is a reason why reducing functional language (where possible) 

is always a good idea.
• Always good to have specification support!
• If your claims recite generic hardware, showing a technical 

improvement will be easier.
• You could submit a declaration (but typically not 

recommended).

TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENT?
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• Interview!
• Different art units apply Mayo and Alice differently.
• An amendment you might not think of may cure the rejection.

• Use legal and factual arguments in Office Action responses.
• Contrast prior art arguments, where giving the examiner legal 

arguments (e.g., reasons for non-obviousness) are often a waste of 
time).

• Amend for appeal (be sure claims support arguments).
• PTAB can enter new grounds of rejection.
• Or can enter new rejection sua sponte.
• But sometimes examiner’s failure to state PF case is persuasive.
• Odds on appeal are bad!

• Some report over 80% affirmance rate for computer inventions. 
https://www.kilpatricktownsend.com/en/Insights/Publications/2018/2/Nearly-All-PostAlice-Eligibility-
Rejections-are-Affirmed-in-Whole-by-the-PTAB

ADDRESSING REJECTIONS
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THANK YOU!
Visit the Bejin Bieneman website at: www.b2iplaw.com

And the Bejin Bieneman blogs at:
www.b2ipreport.com | www.swipreport.com | www.claimsinterpreted.com 

Charles Bieneman
(313) 244-0676
bieneman@b2iplaw.com


